
Motivation and engagement are critical to 
reaching a goal. Training teams often find these 
components elusive - keeping the interest and 
attention of learners can be a struggle. This 
challenge is often compounded by external forces 
that cause stress and distraction, limiting the 
effectiveness of training.
 
Remote Learner helps training departments tackle 
this challenge with an engagement solution that 
incorporates gamification elements by allowing 
users to set up an rewards system based on 
internal criteria. The solution, powered by Motrain, 
ties performance to relevant outcomes, helping 
learners develop a stronger connection to their 
instruction and their organization.

Many use cases

• Onboarding training

• Sales enablement

• Professional development

• Job/Employee training

• Customer/Partner training

• Academic/Continuing education

How engagement solutions make 
an impact

• Organizes an intuitive and appealing rewards 
system for learners

• Enhances motivation, engagement, and 
camaraderie in corporate or academic 
settings

• Improves outcomes and ROI for a training 
and learning program

• Supports a positive culture where efforts and 
achievements are appreciated

Improve motivation and 
engagement with your 
own rewards store

Foster mastery, improve course 
completion rates, and build a 
community of learners with Motrain

Populate a store with anything 
relevant and appropriate for 
learners

Create multiple storefronts to 
serve distinct audiences

Customize how and why coins 
are earned as well as what 
items cost

Learn more: product@remote-learner.net

Restrict access via 
performance gateways to 
encourage mastery

Enable User vs. User or Section 
vs. Section leaderboards

SSO Leverage Single Sign-On 
access to the dashboard

Key features
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A partnership approach to creating your 
customized eLearning solution

Remote Learner drives impact with expertise, 
experience, and a commitment to your unique 
vision for training.

Remote Learner designs, delivers, and supports fully integrated elearning solutions that drive 
impact. Remote Learner’s team of experts embraces a hybrid best-of-breed approach, partnering 
with industry-leading providers to accelerate delivery in key functional areas, while employing 
proprietary persuasive design strategies, tools and techniques to deliver solutions uniquely tailored 
to the needs of its clients. 

Learn more about how Remote Learner partners with businesses, academic institutions, 
government, association, and non-profit organizations to deliver results that make a positive 
impact for over nine million learners at: 

http://www.remote-learner.com
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